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The Outcomes of Outcome-Based Education: 

Research and Implications 

Introduction 

Schooling as we now know it in the United States is awash in a sea 

of change. Total Quality schools, the Coalition of Essential Schools, the 

charter schools initiative, Project Zero, NASDC, and the Network for 

Outcome-Based Schools name only a few of the ongoing efforts of 

practitioners to make dramatic changes in the ways educators do 

business. What will actually remain from these many efforts as 

substantive change--be it a new paradigm for education or merely a 

revision of the current system--is an open question. Inevitably, after the 

politics, slogans, and ideologies have been laid to rest, all restructuring 

efforts will be subject to scrutiny for what works and what does not. In 

light of this, and with the sober realization that past reform movements 

have had minimal effect on longstanding practices (Cuban, 1988; Sarason 

(1990); Presseisen, 1985), this paper discusses the outcomes of one 

current approach to school change: outcome-based education (QBE). 

A major difficulty inherent in understanding OBE is that no one 

model ex ists that operationalizes OBE into practice. Should educators 

take their cue from tradit ional curricular work framed in outcomes (e.g., 

Johnson, 1967, Posner & Rudnitsky, 1982), from the al ignment work of 

Fenwick Eng lish (English, 1984) or of Cohen and Hyman (1991), from the 

Outcomes Driven Developmental Model (ODOM) of Johnson City, New York, 
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from special education efforts, or from mastery learning models? Spady 

and Marshall (1991) describe three approaches to OBE: traditional; 

transitional and transformational. But even these descriptions fall short 

of tel ling us how we will know successful outcome-based practice when 

we see it. 

In short, no functional analysis of OBE current ly ex ists, and, even if 

it did exist, it might well be context-specific. Proponents describe OBE 

as "a way of doing business" and claim it can incorporate all the good 

ideas of the last ten years, including the following: strategic planning; 

site-based management; teacher team ing; mastery learning; authentic 

assessment; interdisciplinary curr icu lum; effect ive schoo ls; effective 

teaching; cooperat ive learning; critical th inking strategies; and so forth. 

These practices become the means to a powerfu l end, realiz ing outcomes 

of significance or cu lminating demonstrations of complex ro le 

performances in authentic contexts. In an outcome-driven system, 

educators pick and choose among models "to equ ip all students with the 

knowledge, competencies, and orientations needed for future success" and 

"to implement programs and conditions that maximize learning success 

for all ~tudents" (Spady, 1990). 

Given the relatively recent development of OBE as a 

transformational schoo l reform process (Spady & Marshall , 1991 ), what 

we know thus far about the performance of OBE as a restructuring effort 

is large ly perceptual, anecdota l, and small scale . We do, however, feel 

that it is important to bring meaning and organization to efforts to study 

OBE. Accordingly, the first part of this paper examines the outcomes of 
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OBE using existing information from three sources: the mastery learning 

literature; research on the ODOM model of the Johnson City, New York 

school district; and data from ten project sites of the Minnesota 

Department of Education's Office of Educational Leadership (OEL) that 

were part of a two year change effort related to OBE.1 These three 

sources comprise different levels of change, moving from what is 

essentially an instructional model (mastery learning); to a total school 

district change (ODOM); and finally to what was purported to be a 

statewide transformation effort (OEL) . 

The second part of the paper will examine the outcomes of OBE to 

date within the larger framework of school restructuring. Our analytical 

perspective goes beyond traditional and transitional OBE and considers it 

in the transformational sense for two reasons: 1) because OBE is a way of 

organizing practice and not a single model or program; and 2) because, at 

its most dramatic, it is a restructuring effort. The Center on Organization 

and Restructuring of Schools in Madison, Wisconsin identifies six valued 

outcomes to guide the study of restructuring efforts (Newmann, Nov., 

1990). These outcomes evidence the following concerns: (a) nurturing 

authentic student achievement; (b) enhancing educational equity; (c) 

developing decentralization and local empowerment; (d) developing 

communities of learning; (e) approaching change through dialogue and 

1 We wanted to include outcome data from the High Success Program on OBE, but were told that 

such data are not available because of the transformational focus of their work and its newness. They 

suggested instead that we examine the mastery learning research (Telephone conversation, Spencer 

Rogers through secretary, Feb., 1992). 
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support rather than coercion and regu lation; and (f) shaping the focus on 

student performance to serve these five topics. For any change effort, 

discussion of what works and what does not work is unavoidable, but 

giving a focus to that discussion within a broader framework may 

eventually contribute to the survival of OBE 

The Outcomes 

Mastery Learning. Although mastery learn ing is by no means the 

only instructional model emp loyed in outcome-based systems, it was 

instrumental in launching the OBE movement. Ed ucators involved in 

mastery learn ing and competency-based programs identified similar 

implementation problems and in the early 1980's, conso lidated their 

efforts by forming the Network for Outcome-Based Schoo ls. Mastery 

learn ing--and especially its be li efs--constitu tes an integral part of OBE 

practice (Block, Efth im, and Burns, 1989). Therefore, in examining the 

outcomes of OBE, we first cons ider what research has said about the 

effects of mastery learning. 

Three major reviews of the last decade (Guskey & Gates, 1985; J. 

Ku lik, Ku lik, & Cohen , 1979; Slavin, . 1987) reached different conclusions 

about the effectiveness of mastery programs. In a comprehens ive review 

us ing a meta-analytic methodology, Ku lik et al. (1 990) integrated the 

various study findings to reso lve the inconsistencies in the other rev iews. 

Their rev iew used effect size to compare resu lts on the various studies 
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they examined .2 Studies of mastery learn ing most often measure the 

outcome of student learn ing as indicated on exam inations at the end of 

instruction. Other variables also cons idered include performance on 

fo llow-up tests, att itude toward instruct ion , att itude toward subject 

matter, and the amount of time needed for instruction. The Ku lik et al. 

review considered 108 studies on Bloom's Learn ing for Mastery (LFM) 

(Bloom, 1968) and Keller's Perso nalized System of Instruction (PS I) 

(Ke ller, 1968). Both models present students the material to be learned in 

short units, and students take formative tests on each unit. LFM is 

teacher-presented and teacher-paced ; PSI is largely a written curr icu lum 

and student-paced. Student failure for LFM involves individual or group 

tutoring; fa ilure in PS I involves individual restudying and retesting. 

The overa ll finding for this meta-analysis was an effect size of 0.52 

standard deviations (SD) with a range of 1 .58 - 0.22. These authors 

indicate that the average student in a mastery learn ing class performed at 

the 70th percentile whereas the average student in the contro l performed 

at the 50th percentil e. They conclude that mastery learn ing has pos itive 

effects on student ach ievement and note large effect sizes of 0.8 SD 

under certa in conditions. Resu lts were better for social sc ience classes, 

on locally deve loped tests, in teacher-paced classes, when the requ ired 

level of performance was high, and when the contro l rece ived less 

feedback. They also note that the effects are not uniform with low 

aptitude students enjoying a greater gain, 0.6 SD, and high, a 0.4 SD gain. 

2 Effect size is defined as the difference between the mean scores of the experimental and 

contro l groups divided by the standard deviation of the contro l group. 
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The most cons istently negative effect is on course completion. 

Finally, they argue that findings are cons istent with Bloom's theory 

but not as large as the 2 SD he pred icts--rather 0.52. They do, however, 

state that this overall effect is impress ive when cons idered against other 

educationa l treatments: 

Even though an improvement of 0.5 standard deviations may fall far 
be low expectations, it is nonetheless a relatively strong one for an 
educational effect. We recent ly reviewed meta-analyses in nearly 
40 different areas of educational research (J. Ku lik & Ku lik, 1989). 
Few educational treatments of any sort were cons istently 
associated with ach ievement effects as large as those produced by 
mastery teach ing (p. 292). 

Mastery learn ing, however, has not been without its critics. One of 

the most vocal, Robert Slavin (1990), argues that the positive effects on 

experimenter-made tests resu lt in a bias in favor of mastery learn ing. 

These tests are des igned to cover the objectives in the mastery learn ing 

program and may not cons ider what is taught in the contro l. At the same 

time, mastery learn ing holds teachers to the objectives whereas other 

mean ingful learn ing may be taking place in the control. He fee ls that 

standardized test performance has a place in comparing ach ievement 

because such tests represent the broader learn ings in a given domain 

(1987). 

Good and Stipek (1983) note that the competition in conventional 

c lassrooms is motivating to high ab ili ty students who are frequent ly held 

back in mastery learning implementations where a group is kept together. 

Although they may do enrichment activities whi le they wait for their 
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slower clas'smates to catch-up, they are often unable to forge ahead at 

their own pace. Another criticism is that mastery learn ing takes more 

time (Arli n, 1984; Block & Burns, 1977; Good & Stipek, 1983; Slavin, 

1987). Ku lik et al. (1986) report an average of 25% more time for mastery 

groups than contro l groups. At issue here is the question of mastery 

versus coverage or exposure. 

However, if outcome-based education is defined as mastery learning, 

the outcomes speak favorab ly of the potentia l of this instructional 

strategy. Available research and analysis provides evidence of positive 

effects on student achievement in a variety of areas. For those subjects 

for which mastery makes sense, OBE may help students ach ieve 

predeterm ined outcomes. 

Outcomes-Driven Developmental Model. One current working 

model of an outcome-based educational program is that of the Outcomes- · 

Driven Developmental Model (ODOM) developed in Johnson City, New York 

under the leadersh ip of its superin tendent, Albert Mamary. Since Johnson 

City began its improvement program in 1972, it has avai lab le at least ten 

years of documentation. 

ODOM is a total schoo l improvement process that integrates the best 

ideas for teaching, learn ing, and administrat ion with the encompasssing 

goal of improving learn ing for all students. The start ing po int for the 

district miss ion of "a ll students wi ll learn we ll " is the educat ional 

research li terature. Transformationa l leadersh ip trans lates this 

li terature into practice with in a ph il osophical base. The knowledge base 

for practice and decisions about human behavior is the psycho logical 
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literature. It is difficult to summarize meaningfully the components of 

leadership, phi losophy and psycho logy, but they rely on admin istrative, 

community, and teacher supports (see Appendix A) . The instructional 

process is similar to the mastery learning model (see Appendix B). 

ODOM developers are clear that it is not a top-down process, but 

rather an "empowering, part icipatory, and non-coers ive" one (A less i, 

Rowe, & Mamary, 1991, p. 1 ). Johnson City, through ODOM, has been so 

successfu l as to be the on ly total schoo l curr icu lu m model current ly 

va lidated by the National Diffusion Network (Vickery, 1990). What adds to 

its cred ibili ty is the fact that Johnson City is not an eli te suburban 

d istr ict, but a lower middle c lass commun ity with few profess ional 

c it izens and the second highest poverty rate of ten urban d istr icts in its 

county . It has a free/reduced price lunch popu lation of over 20% and a 

large As ian immigrant popu lation w ith limited Eng li sh profic iency. 

When Johnson City began its program in the early 1970's, it ranked 

fourteenth on academic achievement, as measured on standard ized tests, 

out of fourteen d istr icts in Broome County. It was be low the national 

average on standard ized tests with approx imate ly 45 - 50% of all JC 

student~ at or above grade level in reading and math in grades 1 - 8. By 

1977, the percentages rose to about 70% and by 1984, ranged between 80% 

and 90%. 

To have a measure for consistently track ing student progress, in 

1984, the district chose a score of six months or more above grade level 

on the Cali fornia Achievement Tests (CAT) in reading and math. Using this 

score, they found that in 1976, 44% of a ll students were six months or 
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more above grade level in reading and in math, 53%. By 1984 these figures 

had increased to 75% in read ing and 79% in math. Comparing these figures 

with CAT data from the publisher, such performances are significantly 

above normal expectations. 

Johnson City has also documented resu lts on another indicator, 

performance on New York State Regents examinations and diplomas. In 

1989, for example, their students, on every exam, surpassed the state 

percentage and either equaled or surpassed county performance. Seventy 

per cent of Johnson City students take the Regents curricu lum and exams 

whi le in the state only 40% take them and in the county, 58%. In add ition, 

in 1986, 77% of Johnson City students received a Regents diploma whi le 

statewide 43% received one and countywide, 59%. In 1988, the Board of 

Regents instituted more rigorous requirements for a Regents diploma. In 

1989, JC still outperformed the state and county with 55% of JC students 

receiv ing the diploma wh ile 33% at the state level and 47% in the county 

received one. This placed JC in the top 10% of schoo ls statewide for 

rece iving Regents dip lomas .3 

In short, the research evidence for ODOM documents student 

achievement both on standardized tests and on Regents examinations. The 

outcomes of OBE, defined as the district change process embod ied in 

ODOM, po int to the potential of improved learn ing. 

Min nesota 's Off ice of Ed uca ti onal Lea ders hi p . 

3 74 districts in twelve states have adopted ODOM, and adopters are in the process of 

compil ing information on student achievement in many of these districts. 
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From 1989-1991, the Minnesota Department of Education's Office of 

Educational Leadersh ip worked in ten project sites across Minnesota to 

determine the effectiveness of an outcome-based system of education in 

improving student learning (Minnesota Department of Education , 1990; 

Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement, Jan., 1991; 

Bosma & King, 1991 ). Given the long-term nature of the changes being 

made, the research design deve loped co llaborative ly by OEL staff, school 

participants, and un iversity researchers in 1990 focused on baseline 

school and commun ity data. At that time, the group asked researchers not 

to col lect test score data because to do so wou ld re inforce a trad itional 

approach to education. However, in light of the po litical reali t ies of 

project fund ing , the second year research activities sought to document 

the percejyed effects of the changes made, i.e., to provide initial evidence 

about what was happen ing to students as a resu lt of the transformational 

OBE approaches being implemented. One-on-one and group interviews with 

students, teachers, adm inistrators, and parents provided data on the 

. outcomes of the OEL effort to that po int (King, Bosma, & Binko, 1992). 

The resu lts across the 37 learning sites invo lved during 1990-1991 

i nclude~ three perceived effects on student learning: more and better 

learn ing (49%); increased student invo lvement in learn ing (43%); and 

different effects for different student types (35%). 4 Although the data 

4 Respondents also mentioned four other effects-- better attitude toward assessment (16%) , 

perception that students are held back (1 4%). problems with student motivation (14%), and higher self 

esteem (8%) --but the small number of such comments makes them merely suggestive for additional 

study. 
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are limited, they provide initial direct evidence of the effects of an 

outcome-based approach to instruction. Rough ly half of the responses 

discussed the perception that under the OBE approach students were 

learning more (e.g., "I've gotten a lot more out of class than the last few 

years"; "There's been a tremendous increase in student learning") and 

learn ing "better" (e.g., "We have set higher expectations and students are 

achieving more"). 

Teacher and principal comments provided support for the second 

category of increased student involvement in learning (e.g., "Kids really 

take a stake in learning and are more responsible"; "There are fewer 

students who identify with failure"). In the students' words.: "I'm 

push ing myself more ... "; and "The day seems so much shorter. It goes by 

qu icker ." 

The third perceived outcome suggested that, in the op inions of those 

partic ipating, the OBE approach created advantages for slower students 

and disadvantages for higher achiev ing students, evidencing the varying 

effects of OBE on different student types. Many parents reported a sense 

that OBE "works for the average and unmotivated learner," both because 

these students are allowed sufficient time and opportunities to succeed 

and because some become part of regular instruction for the first time. 

But perceptions were frequently not positive for students who have 

succeeded in the traditional system (e.g., "Admitted ly we have picked up 

some we would've lost, but are losing some at the top"; "We feel the 

higher students won't be challenged enough"). 

While limited, the OEL second year data nevertheless provide initial 
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support for three categories of OBE outcomes related to student 

ach ievement: more and better learn ing; increased student involvement in 

learn ing; and differential effects for students. The perceptual, anecdotal 

nature of the data, however, suggests the need for add it ional 

documentat ion. 

Discussion 

OBE supporters may argue that OBE is not a model or program, but 

rather "a way of doing business" and, as such, that implementations may 

vary too much from sett ing to sett ing to make meaningful evaluation 

possib le. However, we be lieve that the larger context of educational 

restructuring will ultimately be the arena for judging the merits of 

various OBE approaches. The restructuring literature identifies severa l 

valued outcomes that change efforts must address and enhance. OBE, by 

its very nature, addresses two of these: equ ity and a focus on student 

performance. In theory, it fosters authentic achievement and potentially 

may promote local empowerment. It is less clear, though, whether it 

supplies or even purports to supp ly, the organ izat ional know-how to 

create a community of learners and to effect change through dialogue and 

support. 

Eg u ity. Equity is fostered when students receive instruction in 

accordance with their differential needs and strengths so that .ail 

students have access to and achieve important learnings. At best, time 

for learning is flexib ly organized, mentor and tutor help is available, 

grouping is mainly heterogeneous with regrouping into · small groups to 
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meet specific learn ing needs, and instruction appreciates mu ltiple 

cu ltures and intelligences. OBE's stated commitment to success for all 

students promises to make equ ity a central concern of all change 

activ ities . The three examples discussed here document this commitment. 

Although mastery learn ing data are more specifica lly aimed at 

evaluating the effectiveness of the model on student achievement, 

inherent in the model is equal access to the same knowledge (Bloom, 

1987), the use of mu ltiple teaching techn iques (Good & Stipek, 1983), and 

the improvement of learn ing for low-ab ili ty students (Ku li k, Ku lik, & 

Bangert-Drowns, 1990) As Bloom has cogently argued, 

Schoo ls need to improve the li fe chances for most of the 
students . . . It is a cri me against mankind to deprive children of 
successfu l learn ing when it is poss ible for virtua lly all to 
learn to a high level (1987, p. 508). 

The ODOM standard ized test data support improved learn ing for all. 

Mamary (conversation , Feb., 1992) reports that this year 100% of Johnson 

City students are enro lled in algebra. He fee ls that at least in terms of 

essential learn ings and enro llment, the district is meeting the equ ity 

issue. He also notes that Johnson City mainstreams all students and has 

no tracking or developmenta l programs. 

The OEL data found a perceived difference in. effects for different 

students at a number of sites. Although not all effects were positive, the 

fact that many respondents noted this suggests that OBE can support 

equity, particu larly for low ach ievers. In addit ion, of the 187 change 

activities reported across sites, eight were mu lti-age/mu lti-level 
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organ izations, six were ind ividual learn ing plan activities , and six 

invo lved mainstreaming at-risk students , activities that address equ ity 

issues (King , Bosma, & Binko , 1992). 

Mastery learn ing, ODOM research, and OEL data all show that equ ity 

can be addressed thro ugh an OBE orientation . Keep ing the achievement of 

student outcomes as the · focus fo r decision-making seems to encourage 

meeting all students ' needs . 

Focus on Performance . Restructuring that shapes the focus on 

performance to serve the other valued outcomes co nsiders how the 

measurement of output can support equity, authentic achievement, local 

empowerment, comm unities of learning, and dialog ue that supports change 

from within. It recog nizes that a meaningfu l repo rting of outcomes shou ld 

offer more than standard ized test scores. 

Mastery learn ing reviews note improved student performance on 

locally deve loped cri ter ion tests , suggesting that the model encourages 

assessment that is appropriate for the objectives of the uni t of study . 

. The use of format ive tests in ML also helps identify students who need 

differential help. In add ition, cr iter ion tests matched to un its of study 

are mar~ likely to support local goals rather than the use of standard ized, 

generic tests . 

In contrast, accord ing to Mamary, the ODOM experience has created 

somewhat of a dil emma for the district. As more trad itionally low 

ach ieving students enro ll in more challeng ing courses at the high schoo l 

level, it becomes increasing ly difficu lt to maintain the success the 

district has enjoyed on standard ized and Regents exams. The district still 
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has good scores, but, as more have taken the tests, scores have fallen 

somewhat. This may indicate the obvious tension between demonstrating 

high ach ievement and ach ieving equity, especial ly when the chosen 

measure is a standard ized test. The district acknowledges the challenge 

of finding new ways to measure important learn ings including the abili ty 

to solve sign ificant problems, citizenship, and the abi lity to commun icate 

effectively across diverse sett ings (Vickery, 1985). 

In the OEL project, twenty of the 187 reported change activities had 

to do with changes in student assessment, including ten alternate grad ing 

system activities, six alternate grading forms, and four graduation 

requirement changes. Six sites documented a better student attitude 

toward assessment. The data, however, do not indicate what types of 

assessments were used, and the term ination .of fund ing for the OEL change 

process may we ll have limited further experimentation at these sites. 

The challenge of achieving a broader focus on performance is one 

QBE efforts, like other change efforts, must face. The pre liminary nature 

of avai lable research evidence suggests that, to date and not surprisingly, 

schools involved in OBE may be no further along than other schools in 

finding new ways to provide acceptable evidence of success. 

Enhancing Authentic Student Achievement. Schools that 

nurture authentic ach ievement typica lly emphas ize student production of 

knowledge, not reproduction (Newmann, 1990). Such schoo ls make 

curricu lar changes that encourage in depth understanding rather than 

exposure or "coverage." Curricular experiences frequently draw on 

"multiple intelligences" (Gardner, 1985), integrate disciplines and 
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promote commun ity-based learning. It is difficu lt to determine from the 

data currently available whether change to an outcome-based approach 

nurtures such ach ievement. Documenting these changes would require 

different ways of co llecting data than those current ly used. 

When reported as effect size on ach ievement, the mastery learn ing 

data do not provide clear information about unit content. In fact, one 

criticism of mastery learn ing is that it encourages a focus on the trivial 

and more atom istic approaches to learn ing (Ornstein, 1987). The model 

may not lend itself easily to teaching complex learn ings like higher order 

th inking, d iscovery learn ing, or integrated subject matter. 

The ODOM data give a more mixed picture. They reflect the 

continuing emphas is on report ing achievement with standardized test 

results. ODOM implementers have not yet offered indicators reflective of 

authentic ach ievement. In add ition, Burns (1 987) writes that the 

"curricu lum is based, for the most part, on standard text-book series" (p. 

13). Mamary, however, notes that units are organ ized by key concepts, not 

· objectives (conversation, Feb. 1992). This is not to suggest that the 

curricu lum is not motivating or cha lleng ing, only that it may current ly be 

qu ite trad itiona l. 

ODOM implementers are aware of the importance of meaningful 

learn ing. Mamary also states that although the distr ict is very encouraged 

by the fact that they have more students on the right side of the normal 

distribution than ever before, they have yet to realize the goal of a better 

quali ty of learning for every student. One intervention to encourage this 

is an enrichment activi ty ca ll ed "guided investigations" designed to get 
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students to direct their own learn ing (Burns, 1987). These investigations, 

however, are used primarily at the elementary level. 

Perhaps the most positive finding in support of a change in what we 

cons ider to be important ind icators of achievement comes from the OEL 

data. Out of 187 change activities implemented at project sites, 31 were 

curr icu lum changes or modificat ions , e.g ., combining disc ipline and/or 

content areas and rewriting curriculum materials wi th a focus on student 

outcomes, but, again, it is not certain how the demise of the project has 

affected the change process at ind ividual sites . 

In summary, ex isting research offers li tt le in format ion on the 

effects of OBE on nurturing authentic achievement. Mastery learn ing 

studies have focused on effect size as indicated by achievement on end-of

un it tests . Studies have been more intent on "provi ng or disproving" 

whether mastery learning works or not, rather than exploring what type of 

learn ing the model may be adapted for. ODOM , which incorporates much of 

the mastery model (Vickery , 1988; Burns, 1987; Alessi, Rowe, & Mamary, 

1991 ) has strived to rea lize "essential" learn ings as shown by 

standardized testing, but its developers are by no means unaware that to 

effect authentic achievement . they must achieve a better quali ty of 

learn ing. The OEL project ended after two years, too early to study the 

effects on students across sites. 

~Oth er Va lu e d O ut co mes . Little research is avail able to 

ill um inate the re lat ion of outcome-based education to the remaining 

outcomes presented in Newmann's framework (1990), i.e., local 

empowerment, dialogue and support for change, and creating commun ities 
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of learners. Because it is an instructional strategy for classroom use, 

mastery learning bears virtually no relation to these valued outcomes, 

except perhaps to the extent that the mastery learn ing be lief system 

(Block, Efth im, and Burns, 1989) cou ld create a commun ity of student and 

teacher learners comm itted to ach ieving learn ing goals. 

In contrast, ODOM very clearly addresses issues of local 

empowerment and the use of dialogue and admin istrative support for an 

ongo ing change process. As noted earlier, ODOM resists becoming a top

down district mandate, working instead to unite personnel in a common 

effort around the ach ievement of students . However, there are currently 

no research stud ies that track this process or relate specific change 

activities to student outcome results. 

Like ODOM, the Office of Educational Leadersh ip direct ly addressed 

the process pieces of restructuring efforts, although it did so in the 

context of what the sites perceived as a top-down state mandate for 

transformation, a source of cons iderab le tension during the first year 

. (King & Bosma, 1991 ). Even in the second year, school staff reported 

frustration resulting from a lack of time, funding, and leadersh ip (King, 

Bosma, . & Binko, 1992). Had OEL continued working with its ten project 

sites after the first two years of funding, there may well have been data 

speaking to the implementation and effects of local empowerment, 

dialogue and support, and the creat ion of communities of learners; as 

noted above, however, the project ended in 1991. 

How does outcome-based education fare on the valued outcomes of 

school restructuring? By its defin it ion, QBE directly addresses issues of 
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equ ity and a central focus on the performance of students, and research 

evidence from mastery learn ing , ODOM, and the OEL project support th is 

claim. Its re lation to authentic achievement is less clear in the available 

research, althoug h, given the lack of data on transformational OBE, it may 

simply be too soon to tell. Finally, while the change processes that are 

part of ODOM and OEL both speak directly to issues of local empowerment, 

the use of dialog ue and support fo r long-term change, and the development 

of learn ing com munities , there is a paucity of research to document the 

outcomes of such activi ties. One can argue, also , whether such activities 

re late, finally, to OBE qua QBE, or rather to a more general transformation 

process that seeks to re-do the ex isting structures of schoo ling in this 

country. 

Conclusion 

Th is paper has summarized existing research on OBE to document the 

outcomes of outcome-based education in the mastery learn ing li terature , 

the research on the Outcomes-Driven Deve lopmental Model, and two years 

of data from the Office of Educational Leadership project. We began 

search ing for formal research to find support for the strong anecdotal 

evidence routinely presented at OBE train ings around the country. The 

studies we found do suggest that an outcome-based approach may tru ly 

he lp students to succeed academ ica ll y, although the need for add itional 

research efforts is undeniab le. 

The second part of the paper used the ex isting research to locate 

outcome-based education in the rea lm of schoo l restructur ing. QBE data 
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speak strong ly to two of six valued outcomes, less clearly to a third, and 

very li tt le to the three remaining. To the extent that OBE is to be viewed 

as a transformational change process, its means and methods must be 

made increas ingly explicit and then studied as they are implemented . 

In the research arena, placing the outcomes of OBE against a school 

restructuring framework perhaps generates more questions than it 

answers, but it does provide directions for study. First of all, rather than 

on ly a focus on immediate success as evidenced by standard ized 

ach ievement test scores, we shou ld suspend judgment and evaluate change 

efforts within a larger context such as the one used in this discussion. 

Then, for example, studies of mastery learn ing could address the 

usefulness of the model for teaching complex learn ing or learn ing 

production versus reproduction. Another impact of evaluating OBE models 

against a framework would be, for example, stud ies that cons ider schoo l 

climate as a community of learn ing. How does one document that th is is 

indeed happening? How does a commun ity of learning get operationalized 

. and can any of its components be transferred to other sett ings? The 

existing evidence po ints to a potentia lly bright future for outcome-based 

educat i~n in this country. Research coupled to the implementation will 

provide necessary support for such change efforts. 
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